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1. GETTING STARTED (FOR TEACHERS)
DrFrostMaths.com is a free online service which offers teaching resources, teaching videos and an online learning platform,
where students can practise questions (including from major exam boards and the UKMT) and teachers can set and monitor
homeworks or assessments. On the platform, teachers can play a whole-class 'DrFrost Live!' game and teachers can create,
export and set worksheets using the gigantic database of questions.
There is a summary video here which can be found on the homepage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h623D2Tuba0
Some of the functionality of the slide, for example locating and downloading static resources (such as Powerpoints and
worksheets) does not require login, but other functionality, such as practising questions, setting work and building worksheets,
requires a free account on the site.
Follow these steps to get started on the platform:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

If you do not already have an account, click the Register button on the home page. Complete the registration process
and wait for your account to be approved by an administrator. Alternatively, if another teacher at your school is already
on the platform, they can create your account from the  Manage Teachers interface.
When you log in, you will see your home dashboard. You can find out about this in the next section: The Main Menu,
Dashboard & Topic Explorer.
If not already done so, you may optionally set up a Scheme of Work. This makes it easier for students to know what
they need to practise, and allows you to specify skills students are expected to know. Refer to the Managing Schemes
of Work section of this manual.
Set up your classes. Go to  Classes and refer to the Managing Classes section of this manual.
See the Main Menu section of the next part of this manual for a summary of the key functionality on the platform.

2. THE MAIN MENU, STUDENT/TEACHER HOME DASHBOARD AND TOPIC EXPLORER
A. MAIN MENU
The top menu provides access to all the functionality of the site, a powerful search facility and an indication of new
notifications/homework. The menu for logged in students appears as follows:

From left to right:
•
•

•

•

Clicking the dfm logo returns to the main
homepage.
The search facility finds any matching skills,
videos and teaching resources. Clicking on a skill
(e.g. “Appreciate that base angles…” in the
picture) will take students directly to the
‘Practise questions’ starting page, with the skill
selected for them.
The home icon will have a red number if there
are new unseen notifications. Clicking this home
icon takes students to the dashboard.
Resources: Various ‘static’ resources on the site, e.g. Powerpoint slides, teaching videos, downloadable revision
worksheets, the Tiffin scheme of work, enrichment resources and virtual calculators.
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•
•
•
•

Learn: Where students can learn new content. This links to the Topic Explorer (also accessible via the left tab on the
home dashboard) and to the teaching videos interface.
Work Set: Homework/assessments set to the student by a teacher. The red number indicates the number of
homeworks/assessment yet to be completed.
Practise: Students can practise questions by topic, practise a past exam paper or UKMT paper, practise timestables, or
even start a “Live!” game if with friends (see the Playing a Live! Game section).
Assess: Students can monitor their own progress across topics, see a timeline of all their question activity (which shows
each question they have completed along with the answer) and try “Topic Tests” (pre-written mini-assessments
consisting of 8 questions each) in order to earn Topic Medals.

The menu for logged in teachers is similar but has several differences:

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

The search facility, as for students, searches for skills, resources and videos. For teachers, it also searches for students
at the school and class groups, allowing quick access to student/class management or data.
Questions: Similar to the Practise tab for students, but also has links to the Worksheet Builder, the Question Browser
(allowing you to find any question in the database by topic, difficulty, exam board and/or keyword). The Practise By
Topic link allows you to practise questions as if you were a student, to get a sense of the points system.
Set Work: View or set homeworks, assessments and Topic Tests, or play a Live! classroom game (see the Playing a Live!
Game section).
Progress: Allows teachers to view assessment data for classes or individual students. This may be data for set
homework/assessments, or viewing students’ log of activity (e.g. casual practices). You can also view leaderboards,
export reports to Excel and generate certificates.
: Manage classes, teachers, schemes of work and school settings. You can also create questions.
[Your school logo/picture]: Log off or change your account settings.
[User icon]: The red number indicates how many users are online at your school. Clicking on this icon lists these users,
and allows you to see (a) what page they are currently viewing on the site and (b) if they are doing a question, what
question they are working on:

You can filter by class using the dropdown on the left. You can close this view by either clicking the user icon at the topright again, or clicking the cross just under the dfm logo.
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B. DASHBOARD
When logging in, you will be taken to the home dashboard, showing notifications, a student data summary and providing quick
links to key functionality on the site.
Dashboard for teachers:

Most of the notifications on the right are clickable. For example, clicking a “X has practised some topics” notification will go to
the activity log and bring up the students’ answers for that practice. You can also view notifications for other teachers at your
school by using the dropdown selection at the top of the notifications pane.
The pie chart shows the aggregate data across all students in your school.
The tabs on the left allow you to switch between notifications, ‘how tos’ (offering videos and downloadable pdfs), and
leaderboards (which can be viewed by whole school, year group or class).
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Dashboard for students:

The student activity summary is now specific to the individual student rather than school aggregate data. Students can click the
slices of the pie chart to access the topics that they need to work at or haven’t encountered.
See the “Understanding points, levels, trophies and topic medals” section of this manual to understand the distinction between
these different achievement metrics.
Students can change their profile picture by simply clicking the picture next to their name, or dragging an image file onto the
image. By default, their picture will be the logo for the school, provided it is set.
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C. TOPIC EXPLORER
The Topic Explorer brings together all the resources, student progress and various options together for each different topic. It
can be accessed either via the tab on the left of the home dashboard, or via the top menu: Learn  Topic Explorer.

Students can quickly find topics either by typing into the filter at the top, or selecting a particular strand (which also includes any
school schemes of work if set up). Students can also quickly see what topics they need to work on using the By Performance
filter. If students click on a pie chart slice on the Notifications tab (seen when they first log in), it will instantly switch to the Topic
Explorer view and chance the By Performance filter appropriately. The same occurs if they click on the ‘Identify topics I should
work on’ in the quick links.
Each row of the topic explorer is divided into three columns:
•
•

•

Learn: Resources related to teaching of the topic, including teaching videos and teaching slides.
Practise: Options for practising questions on the topic. The Practise Questions link starts an interactive practise of
questions. Some topics have revision worksheets available, both in downloadable (pdf) form and online interactive
form.
Assess: The student’s overall performance at the skill is displayed; Not Encountered, To Work On (Level 1 or 2 achieved,
corresponding to 0-49 skill points), Secure (Level 3 achieved, or 50-74 skill points) and Expert (Level 4 achieved, 75-100
skill points. See the Understanding Points and Levels section of this guide.
Review Qs Completed allows students to view all questions they have completed at this topic, observing both their
answer for the question and the correct answer.
The Topic Medals are earned for completing topic tests, which students can access for example using the Test –
Standard and Test – Advanced links in this column. See the Homeworks, Assessment and Topic Tests section of the
manual for more information.
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3. UNDERSTANDING POINTS, LEVELS, TROPHIES AND TOPIC MEDALS
There are three ways in which student practice is rewarded:
A. POINTS AND LEVELS
Students earn points each time they get a question correct, or for practising their timestables. Their total points is a combination
of the following:
a.

Skill Points: For each individual ‘skill’ (e.g. “find the area of a triangle”), students start on 0 points and can earn up to
100. This acts as their ‘skill level’ at the particular skill. Once students have maxed out the points on the skill level, they
can earn no further points of this type.
On the Topic Explorer, students can see what their points for that particular skill:

The number of points for a skill corresponds to a ‘level’ from 1 to 4. 0-24 is Level 1 (indicated as ‘To Work On’ in the
topic explorer, 25-49 Level 2 (indicated also as ‘To Work On’), 50-74 Level 3 (indicated as ‘Secure’) and 75-100 as Level 4
(indicated as ‘Expert’). When the difficulty setting for a homework/independent practise is set to ‘auto’, and where the
questions are not pre-chosen (e.g. as would not be the case with a past paper), students will be allocated questions at a
difficulty that matches their current level at that skill, where available. If the question involves multiple skills, then the
difficulty level chosen for the question will match their lowest level across these skills.
Students only earn skill points if the question they are doing on that skill is of a difficulty that is at least equal to their
level at that skill. For example, a student at ‘Level 3’ on area of a triangle will not earn skill points for doing easier
‘Difficulty 1’ questions.
Note that students never lose points; the skill points for that skill is always the maximum skill level obtained. But the
skill level can drop if a student gets questions wrong – the skill points will appear unchanged because it displays the
maximum skill points, but as their level (from 1 to 4) is based on the current skill points, the level can drop. This explains
for example why the skill points may not go up for a few questions even if the student gets the question correct,
because the student needs to reach the prior maximum skill level before the skill points subsequently increases.
b.

Practise Points: In addition to the skill points above, students achieve between 3-6 bonus ‘practise’ points per question
(depending on the difficulty of the question), provided they have not seen that question recently. This rewards students
for revisiting topics even if their skill points in the skills involved in a question is high.
Changes to points/skill level will appear each time a student answers a
question in either a homework or independent practise. Note that for
assessment formats where answers are initially concealed (i.e. a ‘Topic Test’ or
an ‘Assessment’), the change in points won’t be displayed to students, but
points will still be updated in the background.

If the question involves multiple different skills, then the change of points is
shown for each of the skills involved.
The change in skill points per question is calculated using a complicated
numerical formula. It depends on both the recent history of answers for
questions on that skill, but also on performance on questions at each difficultly
level within that strand more generally. In the pictured example, it was the first question that the user had answered on “Find
factors or multiples of a number”. As the user had a good track record on Level 1 questions in ‘Number’ (the strand associated
with this skill), it immediately awarded 25 points in order to accelerate the user to difficulty Level 2. The logic is that more able
students are less in need of practise at easier questions, so are accelerated appropriately at the lower difficulty levels.
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To view the points for students as a teacher:
1.
2.

On the top menu, go to Progress  Student Data Summary.
Select the appropriate class or list of students. By default the date range is from the start of the year, but you can
change the start date to earlier to see points accrued over a longer period.

B. TROPHIES
Trophies are awarded for specific criteria. These might be reaching a certain number of points, getting a run of correct questions
in a row, or reaching a skill level across a number of skills.

A summary of students’ medals can be found on their home dashboard. Hovering the mouse over a trophy displays the title and
criteria for being awarded. Greyed out trophies are those not yet acquired. A list view of the trophies can be found using the
Trophies tab on the left of the home dashboard.

To view the trophies of a student from a teacher account, type the name of the student into the search bar at the top, click the
matching student, select View Dashboard and then click the Trophies tab on the left.
Students will be notified when they have earned a trophy. If it is while answering questions on a homework/independent
practise, it appears when the ‘Your Profile is Being Updated’ dialog appears. It also appears as a notification on their dashboard.
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C. TOPIC MEDALS
Topic Medals are awarded for achieving the pass mark (6 out of 8) in a Topic Test.
There are 1 or 2 pre-written Topic Tests for each curriculum skill (‘Standard’
difficulty and where available, ‘Advanced’). Students can see how many Topic
Medals they have acquired from the home dashboard summary. They can see
which Topic Medals they have by selecting the Topic Explorer tab on the left of
their home dashboard.

You can find more information about Topic Tests in the Setting Homeworks, Assessments & Topic Tests section of this manual.
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4. STUDENT INDEPENDENT PRACTICES & TOPIC TESTS
In addition to teachers setting homeworks/assessments, students can start an independent practice of questions at any time.
Students have three options:
A. PRACTISE A TOPIC
In this mode, students practise questions on a topic at a particular difficulty range.
1.

2.

3.

This mode can be accessed from the top menu under Practise  Practise by Topic. Alternatively, students can use the
Practise Questions link on any row within the Topic Explorer on the home dashboard. Teachers accounts can access this
mode using Questions  Practise by Topic on the top menu.
You will then see the following page. One or more topics can be selected from the topic tree on the left. In addition,
where schemes of work are set up by the school, students can quickly select skills from a scheme of work.

The right column contains various options. The difficulty range specifies the minimum and maximum difficulty of
questions in the practice. Clicking the ‘Click for guidance on difficulty levels’ provides guidance on what these difficulty
levels entail:
1 - Starter: Introductory questions to test basic understanding.
2 - Core: Typical questions.
3 - Challenge: Harder or less routine questions often combining skills or involving a degree of problem solving.
4 - Killer: Beyond typical expectations.
At GCSE: Exam-board Foundation Tier questions would typically be 1-2 and Higher Tier 2-3.
At A Level: Most exam-board questions are set as 2-3. Level 4 would be akin to MAT/STEP.

4.

The author filter allows students to restrict questions to a specific exam board (or to UKMT questions), if desired.
The completion criteria dictates when a practice ends (although a practice can be ended at any time). Where students
are trying to achieve a minimum standard at the topic, the ‘Achieve a certain accuracy’ completion option is
recommended.

5.

After clicking the Start button, students may receive the following message, ensuring that they are comfortable with
any skills that questions in their practice may potentially combine with:
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6.

The first question will then appear. Where students are stuck on a question, videos are available for any skills involved
in the question (there may be multiple). Students can access these by clicking the links in the right-hand column. This
will not interrupt the current practice and the video will appear in a pop-up window.

If students find an error in the question/answer, they can use the Report Error button. Note that if any other user has
reported an error with the question, and the answer was subsequently determined to be valid, the student will be
prevented from proceeding further with their error report.
Different questions involve different types of answer input. In the above example, algebraic input is expected. Clicking
the input box brings up a custom algebraic-keyboard:

There is an automated algorithm in place which detects equivalent algebraic expressions. Different questions have
different levels of algebraic strictness: were a question to require factorisation of 𝑥 2 + 𝑥, then an answer of 𝑥(𝑥 + 1)
or 𝑥(1 + 𝑥) would be accepted, but not 𝑥 + 𝑥 2. However, for a question for example where the equation of a straight
line is required but no specific form is required, then any equivalent expression might be accepted.
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7.

After answering the question, the student will be informed if they answered
correctly, and will be provided with the correct answer if wrong. The dialog on
the right will pop up as discussed in the Points, Levels, Trophies and Topic
Medals section.

8.

Students can optionally provide written feedback about their answer, which
can be read by any teacher in the school. See the Feedback subsection of
Setting Homeworks, Assessments & Topic Tests of this manual for more
information.

9.

In an independent practise, students only have two options after answering each question, to proceed to the next
question or to stop practising. Provided they don’t exit the practice prematurely, they will receive questions until the
‘completion criteria’ is met.

B. PRACTISING A PAST PA PER OR REVISION WORKSHE ET
1. On the student’s top menu, go to Practise  Past Papers.
2. Use one of the tabs on the left to either choose past exam papers, a revision worksheet, or a worksheet produced by
the school.
3. Use the filters as appropriate, e.g. selecting between Foundation and Higher Tier papers.
4. Students will see a preview of the paper but note that they will be able to answer the questions in this mode. After
pressing the Practise This Worksheet button, they will be presented the questions one by one where they can then
answer.
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C. COMPLETING A TOPIC TEST
As described earlier, a Topic Test is a pre-written assessment consisting of 8 questions. There are 2 for most topics (one
‘standard’ and one ‘advanced), compiled by the DrFrostMaths team. Students require at least 6 out of 8 to pass the topic test,
and two attempts are permitted each day. Answers will not be revealed to the student on any assessment interfaces (e.g. the
Activity Log) unless they pass the test. During a Topic Test, students can skip questions and return to them later, simply by
pressing the question numbers. The system will automatically go back to unanswered questions after students reach the final
question.
Students can access these via the Topic Explorer. This can be found on the home dashboard, selecting the Topic Explorer tab, or
via Learn  Topic Explorer or via Assess  Topic Tests on the top menu.
If a student took the topic test independently rather than being set by a teacher, both the student and teacher can view each
attempt on Progress  Activity Log. Note that on student accounts, the answers will be blanked out so as to avoid
compromising future attempts.
If the topic test was set by a teacher, teachers can view it via Progress  By Class. Topic Tests are classes as ‘assessments’ rather
than as ‘homeworks’, so ensure the filter is not set to ‘Homeworks Only’.
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5. SETTING HOMEWORKS, ASSESSMENTS AND TOPIC TESTS
There are three different types of task that can be set to a student:
1.

2.

3.

Homeworks: Students get feedback on their answer after each question (and will be shown the correct answer).
Students can also reattempt a homework after completing it if they wish.
Homeworks can either consist of random questions for each student on selected topics (but tailored to the needs of
each student), or a chosen set of questions (whether a past paper, worksheet or your own selection).
Assessments: Intended as more formal gauges of a student’s ability, and departments may wish to consider use of this
across a year group. No feedback is provided after each question, and students cannot redo the assessment. Answers
are only accessible after the due date. Assessments can only consist of pre-chosen questions.
Topic Tests: These are pre-written mini-assessments each of 8 questions (written by the DrFrostMaths team). Students
can access these at any point and are allowed two attempts at a given topic test per day. There are 1 or 2 such topic
tests for each topic (one ‘standard’ and one ‘advanced’. They are intended for students to diagnose the extent of their
understanding after more casually practising questions. Teachers can also set these. They operate in a similar manner
to assessments, except that answers are never revealed to the student unless they pass (a minimum score of 6 out of
8).

To set any of these, choose the desired options in the Set Work menu.
Setting a homework
After selecting the Set Homework option, you will see the below screen. Choose either an
‘automated’ homework as per the explanation, or fixed questions (where you will be
redirected to the Worksheets interface). Optionally set a due date (due by midnight at the
end of the specified day), and when you wish the homework to be set. By default students
will be notified immediately (via email and a dashboard notification) once you have completed
the process, but you can defer this to a later time so that students won’t be able to access the
homework until then.
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Next select the recipients of the task.
Clicking the relevant box will bring up a
dialog where you can select either
individuals or one or more full classes.
Note that where full classes are
selected, the task is set to the
individuals within the class, not the
class itself. This means for example
that were a student to subsequently
join the class, they will need
retroactively be assigned this task.
Similarly a student subsequently
leaving the class will still have the task assigned to them. You can subsequently change who the task is set to.
Automated Questions
You will see a number of options:

Choose one or more topics on the left by expanding the topic tree, or where you have set up a scheme of work, using the middle
column. Select a difficulty range. Students will automatically be given questions appropriate to them within the specified
difficulty range. Students who haven’t encountered the topic before will start at the lower end of this range, but students with
prior success in this topic may start at the upper end. Be wary about including ‘difficulty 4’ in your stated range; these are very
taxing and often time consuming questions.
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The author filter allows you to restrict questions to a particular exam board if desired. The Warn
when Wrong option, when turned on, allows students to receive one warning per question when
their answer is wrong. These initial incorrect attempts are not recorded.
You can either set students a fixed number of questions, or require a certain accuracy to be
achieved, whether at any level or at a specific level. Please carefully read the guidance on
difficulty levels.
Previewing an Automated Homework
Clicking the Preview button allows you to see the complete pool of questions from
which questions will be selected for students.
You will initially be warned that certain questions within your topic selection may
combine with other topics. In the pictured example on the right, “Expand a single
bracket” had been selected as the main topic for the homework. Such a skill might
be used in the context of questions on other skills, for example solving a linear
equation; this may or may not be appropriate based on the students’ place in the
curriculum. Check the skills in the list where such skills would be permitted. The
preview will appear in a separate browser tab.
Use the difficulty and author filters as appropriate to browse questions within the
preview.

Completing the Setting Process
Clicking the Set Task button, just like with the Preview option, will warn you of any skills that questions might also include, e.g. a
question might combine Pythagoras and Trigonometry, which would be inappropriate if students have not yet studied
Trigonometry. Note that the system attempts to consider what the selection of students may already know, so as to not warn
you unnecessarily. These are derived from:
1.
2.
3.

Skills you have similarly ‘permitted’ for past homeworks to that group of students.
Skills that students have encountered before in any context, e.g. independent practices.
Where a scheme of work has been assigned to a class (see Managing Schemes of Work), and terms have been aligned
to UK names (i.e. “Autumn 1”, “Autumn 2”, “Spring 1”, …), any skills from terms prior to the current date will be
assumed knowledge, and skills with the prerequisite skills selection.

Note that any assumed skills must be common to all students with the selection. Thus if not all students have encountered
trigonometry, you will be warned if any questions within your topic selection involve trigonometry, which you can then either
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choose to deny or to allow. However, if a few of your students had indeed encountered trigonometry before, then the system
allows said students to see questions which combines Pythagoras with this skill, even though preventing others from
encountering this other skill during the task.
Upon completing the process, you will be redirected to the assessment data interface. See the next section on Monitoring
Progress.
Setting fixed questions.
If you instead chose Fixed Questions, you will be redirected to the worksheets interface, where you can either start a new
selection of questions, or choose on existing past paper, Topic Test or other worksheet. See Creating, Managing, Setting &
Exporting Worksheets for more help on this process.
Editing/Deleting an Existing Homework
From the top menu, go to Set Work  View Homeworks. You will see a list of all homeworks you have recently set.

Simply press the Edit button next to the homework/assessment you wish to modify.
Setting an Assessment or Topic Test
As discussed earlier, an ‘Assessment’ is intended to be a more formal task than a homework. Feedback is not given to the
student after each question. Note that students can return to previous questions to modify their answers before their final
submission, simply by clicking the question numbers. They can also temporarily skip questions, but all questions must be
answered before a submission is made. Topic Tests are mini-assessments on each topic compiled by the DrFrostMaths team;
students earn a Topic Medal if they achieve at least 6 out of 8 on a topic test. To set:
1.
2.
3.
4.

On the top menu, go to Set Task  Set Assessment or Set Task  Set Topic Test.
Choose a past paper or one of your worksheets, using the tabs on the left.
Press the Set to Students button.
Fill out the form that appears (see the picture on the right), ensuring that Set as
an Assessment is selected. Unlike automated homeworks, there is an option to
set a time limit for the assessment.
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6. MONITORING PROGRESS
A. VIEWING DATA ACROSS HOMEWORKS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

From the main menu, select Progress  By Class.
Select a class or other custom selection of students from the filter at the top.
To see data for both homeworks and assessments, ensure Homeworks & Assessments is selected. You can restrict to
just one of these. Note that Topic Tests count as an Assessment.
Set the date range you wish to view data over. By default, the start date is set to the start of the (UK) academic year
and the end date to one week after the current date (in order to include homeworks that have not yet been set but
scheduled for the coming week).

Your data will then appear. For each task for each student, a breakdown by question difficulty is provided. This is
especially important for automated homeworks (where different students will receive different questions), as the
overall score may not alone reflect the difficulty of the questions the student received. Homeworks which are either
late or were completed late will be highlighted in black.
If the student completed the homework multiple times, the cell will display MULTIPLE.
If a homework/assessment contains written feedback by either the student or yourself, a pencil icon  will appear in
the cell.
If a student wasn’t assigned a particular homework, the cell will appear blank. Clicking it will allow you to assign the
task to them. This is useful if a student joins your class after the homework was set, allowing you to retroactively
include them.
To edit a homework, use the Edit link at the top of the table column.
To view the breakdown by question across all students on a particular task, press the Task Analysis link at the top of the
table column:
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Clicking a green/red box will display the student’s answer and the correct answer.
By selecting the By Topic checkbox, you can view all the topics involved in the task, how many questions were answered
on each, and the accuracy:

Press the Back button to return to the By Class main view.
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9.

To view a student’s attempt(s), simply click the corresponding cell of the table. If there are multiple attempts, you can
select these in the middle column. Click the green/red question numbers to quickly scroll to a question. A pencil icon 
will appear in the question number, again if written feedback is included.

10. You can feedback to a student on a particular question by writing in the box. You can also respond to feedback the
student may have written. Press Alt + Equals to insert mathematical type; an algebraic keyboard will appear. Students
will receive a notification on their dashboard if you write feedback.
11. You can use the Unassign Homework button to unassign the task. The points they earned for the task will be preserved,
but it will no longer appear in their homework list or your By Class data view.
12. Similarly, you can use the Make Student Redo button to force them to redo the task. They will receive an automated
email notifying them.
13. Use the Export to Word button to output all the questions in the homework/assessment, inclusive of both the student’s
answers and the correct answers.
14. Use the Return button to return to the table view of all homeworks/assessments.

B. VIEWING DATA BY TASK
Select the By Task tab on the left. The difference with this view is that all the homeworks/assessments you have set across all
classes will be listed. Pressing the View button will open the Task Analysis as seen above. You can select another teacher at your
school using the filter at the top of the page.
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C. VIEWING PROGRESS BY TOPIC
1.
2.
3.

Select the Progress By Topic tab on the left.
Select a class or custom selection of student(s) at the top.
Select a strand or term from a scheme of work (see Managing Schemes of Work). Data will then appear in the table.

4.

Click a student to view questions answered by them on this strand, or a cell in the table to immediately navigate to
questions answered by that student on that topic.

Select a topic in the middle column, and the navigate questions completed by this student on the right.
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D. VIEWING TIMESTABLE PROGRESS
1.
2.

Select the Timestables tab on the left.
See the Timestables section of the manual for more information.

E. VIEWING LEADERBOARDS
1.
2.
3.

Select the Leaderboards tab on the left.
Using the dropdown, select a class or ‘School’ or ‘Schools’ (to compare
your school against others) or ‘Global’.
Use the Export button to export to Excel if desired.

F.

VIEWING OVERALL STUDENT SUMMARY

1.
2.
3.

Select the Student Data Summary tab on the left.
Select a class or custom student selection.
Select a date range for which the summary data is being calculated
over. This is particularly useful if you wish to have a competition in
school where students must earn as many points as possible within a given period of time.
The following view will appear, displaying points earned, questions answered, the time spent on questions and the total
time spent watching teaching videos:

4.
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G. VIEWING THE ACTIVITY LOG
The Activity Log is a timeline of any independent practice, homework, assessment or topic test that any student within the
selection has completed.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the assessment data interface, select the Activity Log. Or from the top menu, Progress  Activity Log.
Select the class or custom selection of students. If no students are selected, the entire school is used.
Set a time range in which to see activity.
Browse through the activity on the left and click to view. You can view the student’s answers and optionally provide
feedback just as normal.

H. EXPORTING A REPORT
You can export a variety of reports to Excel, mostly matching the
format of the various reports viewable online. Either click one of the
Export buttons seen on the various tabs of the assessment data
interface or start a report from scratch by selecting the Report
Generator tab on the left.
Select a report type, and then fill out the form that appears specific
to the report type. For Progress By Topic, there is a useful question
author filter, allowing you for example to restrict progress
calculations to questions by specific exam boards (e.g. Edexcel) or for
UKMT questions.
For Homework/Assessment Question Breakdown, you have to select
the task within the By Task tab and use the Export button. You can
specify how answers are displayed in each cell, whether displaying the student’s answer in each cell, or a 0 or 1 indicating
incorrect or correct.
Click the Generate button to download your report.
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7. CREATING A CERTIFICATE
To create a certificate for a student:
1.

On the top menu, select Progress  Generate Certificate.

2.

Select a student.

3.

Various certificate suggestions will subsequently appear, although you can write your own custom award. You can also
change how the student’s name appears on the certificate.

4.

Click the Generate button to complete the process.
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8. CREATING, MANAGING, SETTING AND EXPORTING WORKSHEETS
A worksheet is simply an ordered collection of questions drawn from the DrFrostMaths question database. The purpose of
creating a worksheet is two-fold:
1.
2.

So that you can set students a specific selection of questions for a homework/assessment.
To output a worksheet (with mark scheme) to a Word doc for printing/dissemination.

A. CREATING A WORKSHEET
To create a new worksheets, go to Questions  Worksheet Builder on the top menu.

To choose your first question, click where instructed. A
question browser will pop up, where you can filter by topic,
difficulty, exam board or even by keyword. Browse the
matching questions on the left, click to view, and then press
the blue Use this Question button when happy with your
selection. The filters will be preserved for subsequent
question selections.
The question will then appear in your worksheet. Add
additional questions using the + and repeat as desired. You
can reorder the questions in your worksheet by dragging the
boxes. You can change the question chosen by clicking on the
question within the white box.
You can rename your worksheet by clicking the title. You can
change the access setting just under this: Private worksheets are not listed within the Worksheets interface (except within My
Sheets), and can only be seen if set to your students, in the context of completing the homework/assessment. School makes the
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worksheet viewable to other teachers using the All School tab on the left. Public to Teachers makes your worksheet viewable to
other teachers within the Sheets By Topic tab. Public additionally gives student accounts access within the same tab.
When you are happy with your worksheet, press the Save button. If you have already saved and wish to make a copy, use the
Save As button.
B. USING YOUR WORKSHEET
Once the worksheet is saved, a number of options become available:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Press the Export to Word button to generate a Word doc form of your worksheet. The answers will be included
at the end of the sheet.
Use the Set to Students button to set as either a homework or an assessment. See Setting Homeworks,
Assessments and Topic Tests within the manual for more information.
Play as a Live! game using the Live! Game button. This is an interactive game involving whole-class
participation on their tablet or mobile device. See Playing a Live! Game in this manual for more information.
The Share button gives you a URL for the worksheet which allows you to link directly to it (login required).
You can also Delete your worksheet. Be wary: If you delete a worksheet that has been set to your students,
then the students will be unable to complete it.

C. ADAPTING AN EXISTING WORKSHEET/PAST PAPER
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use the Past Papers, Sheets by Topic. My Sheets, All School or Revision tabs to select from existing worksheets.
Once the worksheet is opened, use the Save As button to create a copy. Once saved, you will automatically switch to
the My Sheets tab where the worksheet will still be selected.
On the right of the screen, press the Edit Mode option. You can then modify the worksheet in the usual way, for
example removing questions (using the ×), reordering, adding or replacing questions.
Once you Save any modifications, you can set your worksheet to students or export in the usual way.
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9. CREATING YOUR OWN QUESTIONS
You can create your own questions and submit to the central database of questions for approval.
To access, go to  Build Questions.

a. Selecting an appropriate difficulty
1 - Starter: Introductory questions to test basic understanding.
2 - Core: Typical questions.
3 - Challenge: Harder or less routine questions often combining skills or involving a degree of problem solving.
4 - Killer: Beyond typical expectations.
At GCSE: Exam-board Foundation Tier questions would typically be 1-2 and Higher Tier 2-3.
At A Level: Most exam-board questions are set as 2-3. Level 4 would be akin to MAT/STEP.

b. Select appropriate skills
1.

2.

3.

Select all topics that apply. For example, were you to have a Pythagoras question that uses algebraic sides, which
subsequently needs solving, you might select “Use Pythagoras…”, “Form expressions/equations from context” and
“Solve a quadratic equation by factorisation”.
It’s important that you include such topics, to ensure that questions given to students are appropriate given their
current knowledge. For example, a Year 7 student may learn Pythagoras’ Theorem at some point that year but won’t
have yet come across quadratic equations.
However, don’t go overboard. Please:
o do not include skills which would be implied by the skills already selected. For example, were you to pick
“Solve linear simultaneous equations”, you would not also select “Substitute a value into an expression”
because this would always be required in any simultaneous equation question.
o do not include minor non-salient skills. In the Pythagoras example, picking “Collect like terms” would be
inappropriate, even if the student might have to do it at some point, because it is a fundamental skill that
students would already be expected to have if they were encountering this more difficult type of question.
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c. Write the question content.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Use Alt+Equals to insert mathematical notation. You can then use the Enter key on your computer keyboard to finish
inserting maths. This allows you to very quickly insert maths without necessarily having to move the keyboard. e.g. To
insert an 𝑥 within normal text: Press Alt+T, type x, hit Enter.
All mathematical variables and names of vertices (e.g. “rectangle 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷”) must be in proper mathematical type.
If mathematical text is on its own on one line with no normal text surrounding it, the maths will automatically be larger
in size and be centred.
If you want to insert a line break without going to a new paragraph (i.e. if you want two separate lines with no gap
between them), press Shift+Return.
To insert a table, press Alt+T.
Drag an image file into the box to automatically upload it.

d. Choose an answer input type
Please pay careful attention to the instructions provided on the page when choosing each of the answer types. You can
experiment with the question preview on the right of the interface by trying different answers.

e. When adding questions with algebraic answers:
It is very important to distinguish between “Any equivalent expression” and “Same form”:
•

Use “same form” where you’ve required the user to expand, factorise or simplify and expression. If the question was
“Expand 𝑥(𝑥 − 1)” and answer 𝑥 2 − 𝑥, then incorrectly choosing ‘any equivalent expression’ would allow 𝑥(𝑥 − 1), i.e.
the original question!
“Same form” allows reordering of arguments in commutative operators (e.g. multiplication, addition). The following
would be considered the “same form” as 𝑥𝑦 − 𝑧:
o 1𝑥𝑦 − 𝑧
o −𝑧 + 𝑥𝑦
o 𝑦𝑥 − 𝑧
o 𝑥 × 𝑦 + −𝑧
1

𝑥2

2

2

Similarly, 𝑥 2 would be considered the same as

1

(but not the same as 𝑥𝑥), √𝑥 would be considered the same as 𝑥 0.5 .
2

1

𝑥

2

2

All decimals are considered the same as their fractional equivalent, e.g. 0.5𝑥 is considered the same form as 𝑥 or .
“Same form” also works on equations. In the case where one side of the equation is 0, users are allowed to negate the
other side of the equation, e.g 𝑥 − 2𝑦 + 3 = 0 is considered the same form as 2𝑦 − 𝑥 − 3 = 0 and 0 = −𝑥 + 2𝑦 − 3.
The one case where the “alternatively allow” might be required is with algebraic fractions questions. Mark schemes
typically allow the denominator to either be expanded or left factorised. So if one answer was
put

2𝑥+4
𝑥 2 −𝑥

2𝑥+4

, you would have to

𝑥(𝑥−1)

in the ‘alternatively allow’ box because 𝑥(𝑥 − 1) and 𝑥 2 − 𝑥 are not considered to be the same form (as

discussed above).
•

Use “any equivalent expression” to allow any expression. For example ln(𝑥 2 𝑦) would be considered the same as
2 ln(𝑥) + ln(𝑦).
This is useful where a mark scheme says “oe” for “or equivalent”.
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10. PLAYING A LIVE! GAME
The Live! game is an interactive whole-class game that students can play simultaneously on a tablet or mobile device. In
summary, the format is that a teacher (or lead student) operates a ‘hub screen’ where the questions are displayed to all
participating. On the screen for each participant, an input box appears allowing them to input an answer. Students earn points
for correct answers, with the most points awarded to whoever submitted a correct answer first.
A. STARTING A GAME
From the top menu, select Set Work  Live! Classroom Game. You can also use the Start a Live! Game link
from the dashboard quick links. Alternatively, find a past paper or worksheet you have created, via Questions
 Past Papers or Questions  My Worksheets or Questions  Worksheet Builder.
If you have used the first of these links, you will be presented with the following page, similar to that of
setting a homework/assessment to students:

If you select By Topic, you will see the following:

Select the topics you wish to include, either from the complete topic tree on the left or skills from a scheme of work you may
have set up (see the Schemes of Work section in this manual). Select the number of questions and difficulty range as per the
guidance provided. Unlike homework set to individual students, the difficulty level does not adapt to the student(s) as they get
questions right and wrong, instead, there is an even spread of difficulties within the stated difficulty range, in increasing
difficulty order. For example, if you set 10 questions on difficulty range 2 to 3, there would be 5 questions on difficulty 2
followed by 5 questions on difficulty 3. Click the button to start. You will be warned, just as you would be if setting a homework,
that the questions on these topics may be combined with other skills. Select those which are appropriate to the class.
Alternatively, if you clicked the By Worksheet/Past Paper button, or navigated to the worksheet/past paper interface from the
main menu, select a paper/worksheet, and use the Live! Game button. Note that you cannot use Topic Tests for the Live! mode.
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If you only want to use certain questions from the paper, you will need to make a copy of the paper using the Save As button,
then select the Edit Mode checkbox on the right, click the × on the questions you wish to remove, press the Save button, and
then finally click the Live! Game button.
B. WAITING FOR PARTICIP ANTS TO JOIN THE GAME
After starting the game, you will see this screen: (with background music)

Students need to go to the link shown on this screen (not to the homepage www.drfrostmaths.com
as students often try to do) and input the passcode. They will be given the option either to login
using their normal DrFrostMaths account should they have one, or participate as a guest. The
advantage of logging in is that will receive trophies related to their participation/eventual position.
Regardless of the option they choose, they will be required to choose a suitable ‘nickname’. This
permits use of emojis.
When students complete this process, they will see the message on the left asking them to wait.
The game’s PIN number will appear at the top of the screen. If a student joins the class late or a
student accidentally leaves the game, they will be able to join mid-game using this PIN (they will
need to view a peer’s screen to view the PIN).
As students complete this process, their names will appear on the teacher’s ‘hub’ screen:
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If the student’s name is inappropriate, you can kick them out the game using the × symbol next to their name. Note that they
will be able to rejoin the game. If a student is kicked out, their screen will turn red; it is therefore possible to ascertain the
offending student, given appropriate teacher positioning in the classroom!
C. DURING THE GAME
Clicking the Start button will commence the game. The first question will appear on the screen:

Students meanwhile will just have the answer input the screen. Where algebraic
input is required (as with the above example), an algebraic keyboard appears when
the input box is clicked/touched. Where students are using netbooks with an inbuilt
physical keyboard, students may also use their keyboard to input their answer,
although may need to resort to the onscreen keyboard for certain mathematical
operations (e.g. square roots).
When students have inputted their answer, their name appears on the teacher’s hub screen, along with the time taken to
answer the question.
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The student’s screen turns either gold or red depending on whether they
answered correctly or incorrectly. This enables the teacher to quickly assess who
has answered correctly or incorrectly if they walk around the classroom.
Once all students have inputted their answer, the answer is shown on the hub screen, along with the points earned by each
student. 1000 points is awarded for the first correct answer, 950 for the next correct answer, and so on, with a minimum of 500
points for a correct answer. If you wish to reveal the answer before all students have inputted, you can press the ‘Stop Waiting’
button on the hub screen,

D. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUE STIONS
What happens if a student joins the class midway through the lesson?
The student can still take part. They need to go to www.drfrostmaths.com/join. The passcode will still be displayed at the top of
the screen of each participant.
The next question doesn’t load on one of the student’s screen.
This occurs on the rare basis. The student just needs to reload the page and the question will then appear.
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11. MANAGING CLASSES
This section will explain how to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Set up classes.
Move students between classes or add them to additional classes.
Edit student details.
Archive students and set up for the next academic year.
Problems that might be encountered and how to resolve them.
Using the demo student account for a class.

A. SETTING UP A CLASS
From the top menu, go to

 Manage Classes.

From here, you will be able to see any classes you have on the left hand side of the
page:

Classes that are assigned to you are highlighted in grey (class ‘1LW’ below). There are a few tabs in your class list with special
functionality:
•
•
•

•

+ Class: Create a new class. This tab is selected by default when you visit this interface.
Teachers: Manage teacher accounts (discussed in the Manage Teachers section).
Students with no class: Any students who have registered independently, or students who have been removed from all
of their classes (e.g. they have left the school) can be found here. These users can subsequently be moved to classes, or
their accounts deleted or archived. You are encouraged to keep this list of students empty.
Archived students: (Found at the bottom of the class list) Students are generally ‘archived’ when they are no longer at
your school, but where you wish to preserve their accounts. Archived students do not appear in your search facility
when setting work to students. See instructions later in this section.

By default +Class will be selected. Fill out the name of your class, select the year group, and on the presumption that you have
already set up teacher accounts, choose the teachers to allocate to the class. You can also assign a scheme of work that you
have set up (this is discussed in a separate tutorial). You can always leave the assigned teachers/scheme of work blank as these
can be set later.
After clicking the Submit button, the class will be created and your new class will be selected automatically on the left
(highlighted in green). You will then see this guidance message:
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As per these instructions in the dialog, there are 3 ways in which students can be added to classes, involving varying levels of
input from you as a teacher:

Option 1: The students create the accounts.
With this option, the students take the full initiative in creating their accounts. Copy the URL given (drag over it, and press Ctrl +
C on your keyboard, and paste into an email using Ctrl + V). If you accidentally close the help message before copying the link,
you can obtain it at any point by loading the class and copying it from the box at the bottom of the class information:

A common problem is that students register just using the Register button on the DFM homepage, which will mean they won’t
be put in your class. Please therefore ensure they use the URL you have supplied so that they automatically join the class you
have created. Students will see the following registration page:
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Notice that the email address is partially filled in. If this school domain (i.e. after the @) is wrong, you can always set this using
 School Settings. It is possible for students to use a personal email address, but this is discouraged if they have a school
email address. For safeguarding reasons, email addresses are not viewable to teachers if it does not match the school domain,
and appears as ‘Personal Address’ within the Manage Classes interface.
After completing the process, students will receive an email with a link to activate their account. If students do not
receive/accidentally delete this activation email, following these steps:
1.
2.

From the Manage Classes interface, choose the appropriate class and select the row corresponding to the student(s).
Click the Force Activation button.

This button will be greyed out if any of the students in your selected rows already have their account activated. As per the
instructions you will see, their account is now activate, and their password will be temporarily set to password; students can log
on via the home page and will be prompted to set a new password (the password ‘password’ is not permitted).

Option 2: You supply names but not email addresses
With this approach, you supply the names of the students but not the email addresses; and the registration URL is provided as
above to allow students to finish the process of registering and specify their email address and password. Follow these steps:
1.

Assuming you have selected the class from the Manage Classes interface, press the +Students button.

The following dialog will pop up:
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2.

3.

Follow the instructions in the pop up. As per the previous discussion, the email address is optional, but students will be
automatically contacted if you if it is supplied. If you wish to copy-and-paste from a spreadsheet, ensure first that you
have your surname column followed by the firstname column (and optionally a third email address column):

Drag over your spreadsheet columns (excluding the headers), press Ctrl + C to copy the text, then select the input box
on DrFrostMaths, remove any existing text in there, and press Ctrl + V to paste what you copied. Press the continue
button.
The names you entered will be checked to see if there are any potential existing accounts that match (useful if students
have already independently registered themselves):
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In this example, two existing accounts matched. If ‘Kyle Patel’ is in fact a new student (but happens to have the same
name), use the dropdown to select ‘Create New’. For the second account, you can use the dropdown to choose
between ‘moving’ them their other class (where they will be removed from their previous class) or ‘adding’ them to the
new class (which leaves them in their old class, and thus the student will have multiple classes). Click Submit.

Copy this URL and put it in an email to your students. If you close the dialog, you can find the URL at the bottom of the
class information:
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Close the dialog, and your students will be listed:

Use the ‘Last Login’ column to see when your student has successfully logged in. Notice that as “Add” rather than
“Move” was selected for Jamie2, they are now a member of multiple classes.
Select students simply by clicking the rows. At the top of the table are various buttons that act on your selection:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Move Class: Add the students in the selection to another class and remove them from the current class.
Remove From Class: Remove the students from the class (this will not delete their accounts).
Edit: Modify the email address, year group and name of a student. The button will be greyed out if more than one
student is selected.
Change Password: Reset a student’s password. The button will be greyed out if more than one student is selected.
Delete Account: Permanently delete the students’ accounts. For security reasons you will be asked to re-enter your
password to complete this operation.
Force Activation: If for any reason the student didn’t receive their activation email or accidentally deleted it, you can
manually activate their account. This button will be greyed out either if any of the students in your selection have
already activated their account, or if any of the student accounts don’t have an email address supplied (it is not possible
to have an activated user account without an email address).
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•

Archive: This option is useful for students that leave the school, but whose accounts you/they wish to preserve. When a
student is archived, they will be removed from all classes they are in. They will also no longer appear in any search
facility, for example when you are selecting students for a homework/assessment. On the class management page, the
‘Archive’ tag at the bottom of the class list allows you to access archived students, and to ‘unarchive’ or delete where
appropriate.

When the students with no email address supplied are given the URL you were provided with, they will see this:

They will have a dropdown in which they can select their name from your list. While technically there is nothing preventing a
student from selecting the wrong name, this will become apparent when you view the class from Manage Classes and see that
their email address doesn’t correspond to their name (the email address of any student account can subsequently be modified
by you using the ‘Edit’ button).

Option 3: Your supply names and email addresses.
With this approach, you supply both the name and email addresses of the students. The student account will be fully created.
They will receive an automated email with a link to activate their account. They will subsequently be asked for a password. If
they ever forget their password, they can reset it themselves using the ‘Forgot your password?’ link on the DrFrostMaths home
page.

B. MANAGING EXISTING CLASSES
These are some of the following actions you may need to perform when managing student accounts:
1.

A student has moved class/set:
Go to  Manage Classes. Using the tabs on the left, select either the class you want to move the student to or the
class to move them from.
If you go to the class they are currently in, click the row corresponding to the student to highlight it. Then click the
Move Class button and select their name class.
If instead you go to the class to move them to, use the +Students blue button. In the dialog box that appears, click the
‘Individual’ tab and enter the name of the student. After clicking submit, it will find the student. You have a choice here
of moving them from the old class (and therefore will remove them from the old class), or just adding them to the new
class whilst preserving their place in the old class.
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2.

A new student has joined the school.
As above, select the class to add them to. Use the +Students button, and use the ‘Individual’ tab to add an individual
student. Follow the usual process.

3.

Change a student’s name or year group or email address.
See the instructions below in ‘Dealing with student log in issues’.

4.

Dealing with students who registered independently.
If a student registered independently without being supplied with a special URL to join a particular class, then select the
class on the left tabs titled ‘Students without a class’. Then select the relevant rows in the list of student, and use the
‘Move Class’ button.

C. DEALING WITH STUDENT LOG IN ISSUES
These are issues that typically occur and how to resolve them:
1.

The student has forgotten their password.
You can either do this yourself or the student can do so. From the home page, there is a link just under the login box
which allows the student to reset their password. They will be asked to supply their registered email address, and will
receive an automated email with a link to finish the reset process and provide a new password. Note that the password
must not be ‘password’.

2.

The student didn’t receive the activation email.
Accounts must usually be ‘activated’ by email to verify the student’s identity. If the automated activation email for any
reason gets lost or doesn’t arrive, you can manually activate their account.
Go to  Manage Classes
Select the class using the tabs on the left, and then click the row for the student to highlight it.
Press the ‘Force Activation’ button.
You will be told that their password has been set to password. The student should proceed to log in from the home
page, where they will be asked for a new password. Note that you cannot force activation of an account with no email
address supplied.

3.

The student misspelt their email address.
Go to  Manage Classes
Select the class using the tabs on the left, and then click the row for the student to highlight it.
Press the ‘Edit’ button.
Modify their details as appropriate, and click ‘OK’.
Note that you can more quickly find the student by typing in their name into the search bar, and pressing the ‘Edit
Details’ button:


Since the student wouldn’t have received the activation email (since their email address was wrong), you will need to
press the ‘Force Activation’ button (see above).
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4.

A student has claimed to have registered but didn’t appear in the class.
This will be because they didn’t use the URL you provided them with, and instead registered independently.
a. Find all student accounts with that name. One will be in the class you set up. The other duplicate account you
will likely find if you use the ‘Students without a class’ tab on the class selection on the left. If you look at the
‘Last logged in’ column, this often provides good evidence concerning which account the student has been
using.
b. Delete the unused account by clicking the student row and pressing the Delete button.
c. If you deleted the account already within your class, you need to move the other account into your class. Go
back to the account in Students without a class, click the student row and click the Move Class button.
Alternatively, go to your class, use the +Students button and specify their name; it will detect the student
provided the name matches, and prompt you to move them into the class.

D. UPDATING CLASSES AT THE START OF A NEW A CADEMIC YEAR
Ordinarily, different class groups would be expected to significantly change from academic year to year. Follow these steps to
reorganise your classes:
•

If the class grouping is the same, you only need to change the
year group (and possibly the class name). Select the relevant
class from the tabs on the left, and update the year group
field/name in the class information. After clicking the Save
Changes button, you will see that the year group of each
individual student in the class will also update.

•

If the class grouping has significantly changed, then delete the classes first. This
does NOT affect any of the student accounts within the class, other than to
remove them from the class. Use the Delete Class button in the class information:

•

If the students in the class have all left the school, archive or delete the student
accounts first. You can do this by selecting the rows in the class corresponding to
the students, and pressing either the Delete or Archive button. Archiving student
accounts preserves their accounts, but they will no longer appear in any search
facility (e.g. when selecting students for a homework/assessment). Students who
are archived can still be found in the ‘Archived Students’ tab on the left.
If you deleted the class first before archiving/deleting the students within it, you can find these students in the
‘Students without a class’ tab on the class selection on the left.

E. USING THE DEMO STUDE NT ACCOUNT FOR A CLASS
Each class has a demo student account. This allows you to log in as if a student within the class. This is a fully functioning user
account, so you can complete any homeworks set to the class, receive points, trophies and medals, and so on. The only
difference between a normal student account and the demo student account is that the latter won’t appear in any assessment
data and is not listed in your class list.
To access the demo student account:
1.
2.

Go to  Manage Classes
Select the class on the left hand side for which you want to access the demo account.
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3.

In the class information, you will see a button Use Demo Class Account. Click it:

4.

You are now logged in using the demo account, and will be directed to the student home page/dashboard:

Note that as you are now logged in as the student account, you are also logged off from your teacher account. To get back to
your teacher account, just log off (use the icon at the top-right of the page) and log back in.
F.

VIEWING A STUDENT’S HOME DASHBOARD

Sometimes it is helpful to see what a particular student would see when they log in. To access the dashboard of a particular
student:
1.
2.

In the search bar at the top of the page, type the name of the student and click
the row in the search results.
In the resulting pop up dialog, click View Their Dashboard.

G. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUE STIONS REGARDING CLASS MANAGEMENT:
1.

“When I try to add a student, I receive an error message saying the student can’t be added to the class.”
This usually occurs if a student accidentally registered for the wrong school. If this occurs, you will need to email me at
jamie@drfrostmaths.com for me to change the student’s school so you can subsequently add them to your class.

2.

“Can a student be in multiple classes?”
Yes, very much so! This is useful if you have an additional support group/intervention programme. Just create the new
class, use the +Students button as per usual, and type the name(s) of the students. The system should find the matching
student accounts. Ensure you select ‘Add to this class’ when prompted rather than ‘Move to this class’, as the latter will
remove them from their old class.
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3.

“If I give out the supplied registration URL for a student to join a class, does it matter if they then just register
independently?”
If you supplied the students’ name, but not their email addresses, when adding students to a class, you will be supplied
a URL to give to students to complete the registration process. If students then were to register separately without
using the URL, it will create a separate duplicate account. This is a common problem and frequently explains why when
you set work to a class, it doesn’t appear on their account (because the work is being set to the wrong user accounts).
See the previous section for instructions on how to resolve this.

4.

My school doesn’t give students email address. Can students use their own personal email address to register?
Yes. Any email address which don’t match your school’s domain extension (i.e. the part after the @ in teacher email
addresses) will show up as ‘PERSONAL EMAIL’ when listing these students, for safeguarding reasons.

5.

Can students completely avoid using an email address?
No. This is used to confirm the student’s identity, send automated notifications about new homework, give reminders
to students if they haven’t completed the homework close to the deadline, and provide a means for students to reset
their password should they forget it.

6.

“The student didn’t receive the email to activate their account.”
Ask students to check their Spam folder first. If not there, you can manually activate a student account, thereby
bypassing the email verification. Select the class using the left tabs, select the student, and use the Force Activation
button. This assigns a temporary password of ‘password’ without quotes (you will be informed of this after clicking the
button), and they will be prompted to input a new password when they log in.

7.

“Can I recover a student’s password?”
No. Passwords are encrypted using ‘one-way’ encryption, which means the original password cannot be retrieved (even
by an administrator). You can reset a student’s password yourself, or students can do so using the link on the home
page.
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12. MANAGING TEACHER ACCOUNTS
Managing teacher accounts is very similar to managing student accounts. While teachers can register themselves and wait for
approval from a site administrator, is it quicker for an existing teacher on the platform to the create the accounts.
 Manage Teachers. Alternatively, when managing a class, use the Teachers tab on the left.

1.

Go to

2.

Manage existing teacher accounts by selecting a row and using the Edit, Change Password or Delete Account buttons.
Deleting a teacher account will require you to re-enter your password. You can also quickly change the classes allocated
to a teacher from here, to avoid having to adjust the teacher for multiple different classes.
Add teachers using the blue +Teachers button and fill out the form. The teacher will receive an email with a link to
complete the registration process. If a teacher doesn’t receive this email, you can use the Force Activation button.

3.
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13. MANAGING SCHEMES OF WORK
In this section you will learn:
1.
2.

The benefits of setting up schemes of work.
How to create a scheme of work.

A. THE BENEFITS OF SETTING UP SCHEMES OF WO RK
A scheme of work is a collection of skills organised into terms or half-terms. So for example, you may have a Year 7 scheme of
work with a half term “Autumn 1”, which consists of various skills related to fractions, BIDMAS and negative numbers.
There are a number of benefits of setting up schemes of work:
1.

It makes it easier for students to know what to learn. In the Topic Explorer for example, students can filter skills by ones
in their scheme of work.

2.

Similarly, they can find the skills more easily when embarking upon an independent practice, or find how they are
performance on topics within a scheme of work within the assessment data interface:

3.

If you name your terms with those aligned to the UK school calendar, i.e. “Autumn 1”, “Autumn 2”, “Spring 1” and so
on, when a student comes to practice a question, it will assume knowledge of any skills that occur prior to that half
term. For example, if a student was to receive a question on trigonometry, but the question also involved Pythagoras’
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Theorem as part of it, then the system knows that it is appropriate to give the student the question provided that
‘Pythagoras’ Theorem’ appears either in a previous term within the year, or within the scheme of work’s ‘prerequisite
skills’ list. It therefore builds up a notion of ‘presumed knowledge’; key given that questions often combine multiple
different skills. Even if your term structure is not the same as the UK one, it will still use the ‘prerequisite skills’ within
the scheme of work as presumed knowledge of the student.
B. CREATING A SCHEME OF WORK
From the top menu, go to

 Manage Schemes of Work.

On the left this interface, you will see any existing schemes of work you have already set up. You can click these to select them.
By default the +New tab will be selected to allow you to add a new scheme of work.
Enter the name of the new scheme of work, and optionally the year group the scheme of work applies to. Click the Save and
Continue button. This will create the scheme of work and automatically select it for you:
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The central column has the information about your scheme of work. You can modify the name and year group you set; ensure
you press the ‘Save Changes’ button after any change.
Prerequisite Skills are those that the student is assumed to have knowledge of. For example, if a Year 9 student, then the student
is likely to have covered skills involving negative numbers in Year 7/8. This does not necessarily mean the student is
consummate at such skills, but it would mean for example that for a topic of sequences in the Year 9 scheme of work, then if a
sequences question happens to involve manipulation of negative numbers, then the system knows it is ‘fair’ to expect that
students would have such knowledge, and thus appropriate for them. Conversely, if a skill in the scheme of work is “solve
equations involving fractions”, but a question involving fractions results in a quadratic to solve, which students have not yet
covered, then the system knows that the question is not appropriate.
Thus if students are practising a skill from a term’s scheme of work, a question will only be presented if any additional skills
involved in the question requires (a question may can involve multiple skills) are within the prerequisite skills or the student has
encountered them before.
Click ‘Click to Set Topic’ and choose the skills as appropriate. Ensure you click Save Changes afterwards.

Creating Terms
Click the +Term button. As per the instructions, if you use term names of Autumn 1, Autumn 2, Spring 1, Spring 2, Summer 1 or
Summer 2, then the ‘term’ (or in this case a half-term) is aligned to English term dates.

The advantage of this is that if a student is currently in Spring 1 within the academic year, then they are assumed to know the
skills from any previous half-term that year, in addition to the prerequisite skills you set. It means for example that if you cover
Pythagoras’ Theorem in Autumn 1 and then Trigonometry in Autumn 2, then for an automated homework set in Autumn 2 on
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Trigonometry, then the system knows it is acceptable to give a student a question involving two triangles with a common side,
where one triangle requires Pythagoras’ theorem to find the common length, before using Trigonometry on the other triangle.

Your term should now be listed. Click the box under the Skills common to set the skills associated with that term/half-term:

Notice that the ‘Factorise out a single term’ is highlighted in yellow, as it is prerequisite knowledge. You therefore don’t need to
select it again unless you are explicitly re-covering that topic that term. For any additional terms you add, any skills within any
previous terms will also be highlighted as ‘prerequisite’.
You can continue to add terms in this way:
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Ensure that you click the Save Changes button after any changes. You can always click the list of skills to modify the selection, as
well as modify the term name. Use the × to delete a term. You can also reorder terms by dragging the rows up and down.
C. ASSIGNING SCHEMES OF WORK TO A CLASS
1.
2.
3.

Go to  Manage Classes.
Select your class from the left.
Click the box next to Schemes of Work and select your scheme of work from the list.
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14. UPDATING SCHOOL-WIDE SETTINGS
You can set a logo for your school, which is used as the default picture for all users (if they have no picture set). You can also
change the default email extension (i.e. what appears after the @), helpful if students/teachers register themselves at your
school rather than accounts being created centrally. These setting can only be configured using a teacher account.
1.
2.
3.

From the top menu go to  School Settings.
To modify the school logo, just drag a suitable image into the box, by navigating to the folder on your computer with
the image, and dragging the file. The image format must be png, jpg or gif.
You can also modify the default email extension for the school. This affects the email input box on the Register
interface (i.e. filling in part of the email address for them), but also allows the system to detect when students are using
a school email address or a personal email address, the latter occurring if the part of the email address after the @
symbol does not match this value. This prevents personal email addresses of students appearing on the Manage
Classes interface to teachers, for safeguarding reasons.
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15. TIMESTABLES
On the top menu, teachers can access the timestable interface using Questions  Timestable, or students using
Practise  Timestables.
A. PRACTISING TIMESTABLES

There are two modes in which students can practise, as described in the image above. With Individual Practice, students are
shown their best performance on each times table and each divide table. Points are awarded for each for a combination of
speed and accuracy.

Students may either use their keyboard or the provided keypad if on a tablet or mobile device.
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B. VIEWING STUDENT PERF ORMANCE DATA
1.
2.
3.

On the top menu, go to Progress  Timestables.
Select the desired class or group of students using the student selector at the top.
You can export timestable data for these students to Excel by using the Export button.
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